
NEW WEST SKATE PARK Open House    February 2018

+
15 people attended  
the open house

83 people responded 
to the online survey

We are here! 

Open House
#1

Online 
Survey

The first phase of the consultation included three 
focus group workshops (with both youth and adult 
skatepark users) and a City hosted skateboard 
competition at the Mercer skatepark.

Ideas for the new skatepark were collected in a 
number of ways including informal conversations, 
paper surveys and an online survey. The input from 
approximately 300 participants is being used to help 
determine the design features and potential locations 
for the new skatepark.

1   PROJECT TIMELINE + SUMMARY

PHASE 1
Gathering Ideas

March to May 2017

PHASE 3
Confirming a Preferred Concept

February 2018

PHASE 2
Exploring Early Concepts
June to September 2017

SUMMARY OF PHASE 1

+
Group 
Chats

Skateboard 
Competition

Online 
Survey

Open house attendees and survey participants were asked to give feedback on 
three potential sites for the new skatepark:
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We are now in Phase 3 of the consultation 
process and will aim to assess support for 
the preferred location and skatepark design 
concept based on Phase 1 and Phase 2 
feedback.  We are engaging:
• Existing and potential skatepark users, 
• Queen’s Park stakeholders;
• Queen’s Park users;
• Queen’s Park residents; and 
• the broader community 
Please take time this evening to speak to a 
staff member, note your suggestions on the 
display panels or complete a questionnaire 
online at   www.newwestcity.ca/skatepark

The feedback received as part of 
Phase 3 will be used to inform a staff 
recommendation to Council on the final 
location and preferred design for the 
proposed skatepark.
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2   WHAT WE’VE HEARD ... 
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• Central location / easy access
• Nice park setting with a large, open area for the 

skatepark
• Space is already in use for recreation, and a skatepark 

would make sense within this context
• Family friendly and welcoming to all ages

• Not close to Skytrain / not enough transit
• The park location is too hidden (could welcome 

unwanted/unsafe activity in the evenings)
• Skateboarding doesn’t fit into the culture of Queen’s 

Park (there might be clashes, misunderstandings, and 
complaints)

• It’s under cover and shaded; good for all weather 
conditions

• Proximity to Skytrain / easy access
• Will help the businesses on Front Street and inject new 

energy into downtown
• Good urban vibe for skateboarders

• Proximity to a busy road and the train (too many 
trucks, noise, and poor air quality)

• Safety concerns (location may bring loitering and 
drugs)

• Lack of visibility / seclusion
• Lack of free and available parking

• Open area with lots of space
• Family friendly and welcoming to all ages
• Nice park setting

• The location is too far out of the way
• Not enough transit options
• Would be a shame to lose green/park space that 

is already in use for other purposes to a skatepark
• Parking is limited at Hume Park

• Its family-friendly nature that would be inclusive of all ages 
and skill levels. 

• The proximity to the hospital and future community centre
• The enhancement of Hume Park as a recreational hub and 

the amount of space available
• The positive impacts the park could have on local business.

• Its location is the main concern. It is not central 
enough and too far from transit. 

• It lacks coverage for the skatepark, as well as 
limited parking.

• Concerns about the security of the location, as well 
as its attractiveness to loiterers. 

• It may not be welcoming to young kids, parking is 
limited, public washrooms are too far away, and the 
waterfront location could be too windy and cold.

• The undercover/all weather nature of the Fourth Street 
Parkade location, as well as its proximity to transit 
appealed to several open house attendees. 

• The potential for the park to support nearby 
businesses, as well as the “cool” factor of the downtown 
location.

• It is suitable for all ages, safe, and central. 
• Good parking, green space/trees, and proximity to other 

activities. 

• It is more difficult to get to/not close to transit. 
• It is too secluded, the park is geared to families, and is far 

from food and drink vendors.

Location Location Location1 2 3

Comments from Public Open House#1 ( June 22, 2017  ) and online survey
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3   SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION PHASE 1 & 2 
Consultation for planning the new skatepark has been taking place in three phases throughout 
2017/ 2018.  The input received from approximately 300 participants during Phase 1 and 2 has 
been be used to help determine the design features and potential locations for the new skate park.  
The City hosted the first Open House on June 22, 2017 to:

On November 6, 2017 Council supported, in principle, that: 

Next StepsPhase 3 Consultation Process

• Minor Hockey
• Minor Lacrosse
• Sr. Salmonbellies
• Jr. Salmonbellies
• New Westminster Arts Council 
• Queen’s Park Preschool

• Royal City Youth Soccer
• New West Baseball
• Air Cadets
• Vagabond Players 
• Minor Softball.

>>>>>>>>>>>>
Thank you for attending this open house!  
We encourage you to complete a questionnaire tonight or online at 
www.newwestcity.ca/skatepark

The City invites all perspectives for the planning and design of the new facility 
to ensure long-term success and to create a sense of community, belonging, and 
vitality in it’s new location. 

The feedback provided will inform the recommendation regarding a final 
preferred location and design to City Council in March 2018.  If supported by 
Council, staff anticipate construction of the new destination skatepark to be 
complete in Summer 2018.

• Review the potential location options for a new destination skatepark; and

• A central destination skatepark be located in Queen’s Park at the former Arenex site;

• In addition to the destination skatepark, two to three “street-style” skatespots be 
integrated under the Front Street Parkade as part of the proposed Fourth Street Stairs 
and Flex Space project; and

• Understand which is the preferred location within New Westminster.

• That staff to continue to engage the stakeholders and the broader community for feedback 
on the location and design of the new skatepark, and to conduct a detailed analysis to better 
understand the impacts of locating a skatepark at Queen’s Park former Arenex site.

The City has retained a design-build consultant team to engage the skatepark users and broader 
community in Phase 3 of the consultation process.  This phase includes participatory design 
workshops, stakeholder meetings and tonight’s second public open house for feedback on 
the preferred location and design concept for the new skate facility.  This phase also included 
workshops/ meetings with the New Westminster skate community, Parks & Recreation 
Committee, Queen’s Park Residents Association (QPRA) and the Queen’s Park stakeholder 
groups.  Representatives from each of the following groups were invited to the January 10th, 
2018 stakeholder meeting:  
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4   SITE ANALYSIS 
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TRANSIT ACCESS 
• nearest bus stops approx. 2 blocks away, to the north and the west

TREES + VEGETATION 
• seven trees within project boundary (no vegetation in demolished Arenex footprint)

VEHICLE CIRCULATION + PARK AMENITIES 
• wide variety of Queen’s Park amenities, 3rd Ave connects First St to McBride

PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION 
• sidewalk along 3rd Ave, Millennium Trail and overpass to Victoria Hill

TOPOGRAPHY + UTILITIES 
• approx. 4.5m / 15 ft. grade change across site

3rd Ave

Project Site

Key Considerations

• Existing mature trees at perimeter of the site
• There are no clear sightlines to the Air Cadet building and Bernie Legge

Theatre from 3rd Ave.  Wayfinding is challenged by obscured access
routes to  these buildings.

• Sidewalk does not extend to front entry of Bernie Legge Theatre
(terminates at driveway)

• Intersection at west corner of site is very wide, and may present
challenges for pedestrians

• Traffic noise from McBride Blvd is considerable

high point:
+/- 78.50m

low point:
+/- 74.00m

slope
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Opportunities to Improve Site Circulation

Improve wayfinding 
(signage, sightlines) to 
Theatre from 3rd Ave.

Extend crosswalk 
marking across full 
length of intersection

Designate parking stalls 
adjacent to Theatre as 
‘Courtesy Parking’

Install ‘candlestick’ 
vertical markers to 
narrow intersection 

3rd Ave
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Looking southeast to Air Cadets Building

5   SITE PHOTOS AND MODEL  

3D model of the project site (looking southeast)

Looking northwest to  3rd Ave intersection Bernie Legge Theatre - entry from sidewalk

Crosswalk on 3rd Ave Bernie Legge Theatre - main entry

Looking east to Air Cadet Building Looking east to site from across intersection

Looking southeast from Soccer Field
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6   LAYOUT OPTIONS

Key considerations:
• All existing trees to remain
• Min. 20 meter setback from Theatre, 10 meters from Cadets
• Access to skate park from adjacent sidewalks
• Top of grass berm approx. 1.5m above Theatre (interior elevation)

Key considerations:
• Three existing trees to be removed
• Less leaf debris in skate park
• Min. 29 meter setback from Theatre, 20 meters from Cadets
• Access to skate park from 3rd Ave sidewalk, plus potential connection 

to Millennium Trail
• Improved sightlines into skate park from east side of 3rd Ave
• Top of grass berm approx. 2.4m above Theatre (interior elevation)

Key considerations:
• Two existing trees to be removed
• Min. 27 meter setback from Theatre, 17 meters from Cadets
• Access to skate park from 3rd Ave sidewalk, plus potential connection 

to Millennium Trail
• Improved sightlines into skate park from west side of 3rd Ave
• Top of grass berm approx. 2.65m above Theatre (interior elevation)
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Outdoor
Environments

Indoor
Environments

Typical
Reaction/Effect

Noise Thermometer
Common Noise Levels and Typical Reactions

Large jet
take-off 
at 100 m

Threshold of
pain

Thunder
nearby

Threshold of
discomfort

WCB exposure limit 
Chainsaw

at 1 m
Nightclub

WCB exposure limit 
is 15 min/day
at 100 dBA

Jackhammer
at 15 m

Movie theatre
(loudest scenes)

Speech communication 
impossible

Heavy truck
passby

Noisy Hearing damage threshold 
passby
at 15 m

workshop for extended exposure

Busy street
at curb side

Inside car, 50 km/h,
open windows

Business area
in large city

Inside car, 50 km/h,
closed windows

Telephone use becomes 
difficult

Urban residential
away from
main roads

Noisy business
office

Satisfactory speech 
communication possible

Quiet suburban
residential (day)

Kitchen with
fridge operating

Rural
area (day)

Library Speech interference possible

Wilderness
(no wind, insects

or birds)

Concert hall
(background noise)

Recording studio 
( i )

Just audible
(background noise)

Just audible

Threshold of hearing for 
young adults at 1000 Hz

Note: The sound levels shown are intended as a guide to allow the lay person to gauge the loudness, in a very approximate manner, of a 
particular noise level. The information provided is not intended to be used, and should not be used, to judge noise levels for the purpose 
of establishing compliance with standards or regulations, or in any legal proceedings.

EXISTING NOISE CONDITION

SKATE PARK NOISE (NO MITIGATION)

SKATE PARK NOISE 
WITH 10 dBA MITIGATION
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7   NOISE 
ANTICIPATED SKATE PARK NOISE (WITH NO MITIGATION)
Anticipated skate park noise at a distance of 20m from the 
edge of the skate park is less than 64dBA for 95% of the time.  

This estimate is based on noise levels measured in 2012 by 
BKL at a skate park in Mount Pleasant, Vancouver: noise levels 
corrected to a distance of 20m indicated that levels exceeded 
64 dBA 5% of the time.

Noise levels at this site may be lower than at Mount Pleasant 
because the proposed park will incorporate depressed bowls.

EXISTING NOISE CONDITION
Traffic noise measured by BKL at the site on a week night 
indicated that noise levels exceeded 55 dBA 50% of the time, 
and exceeded 59 dBA 5% of the time.  Measurements were taken 
between 7:50 pm and 8:20 pm, in consideration of the fact that 
theatre performances typically start at 8pm. 

Noise from adjacent sports events was not measured.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR NOISE MITIGATION 
If the simulation at the proposed site indicates that skateboard 
noise will be audible and potentially disturbing inside the theatre, 
opportunities for noise mitigation will be reviewed.   Measures that 
help reduce noise include: 

• Increasing the distance between the skate park and the 
Theatre (see ‘Layout Options’ A, B or C)

• Incorporating an earth berm, located between the skate 
park and the theatre (for example, a 2 meter high earth 
berm could reduce noise by 8 dB)

• Incorporating a noise barrier, located between the 
skate park and the theatre (for example, a 1 meter high 
noise barrier along the top of a 2 meter high berm could 
reduce noise by 10 dB)

If acoustic modelling by BKL determines that even with mitigation the 
noise will likely be disruptive to theatre performances, staff will seek 
an alternate site for the skate park upon direction from Council.

PROPOSED NOISE ASSESSMENT
Noise levels produced at skateboard parks can vary widely 
depending upon the type of facility (elevated “plaza” type 
features versus  sunken concrete “bowls”) and other factors.  
The proposed skateboard park will be similar in style to the 
existing facility at Mercer Stadium.  

When weather permits in the coming weeks, BKL will make 
measurements at Mercer Stadium (or similary style skate park) 
with  typical skateboarding activities.

BKL will then simulate skateboarding noise at the Queen’s Park 
site using the sound recordings described above, broadcast 
through loudspeakers. This will enable assessment of audibility 
inside the Bernie Legge Theatre and the Air Cadets building.

Acoustic Engineering Team BKL have been 
engaged to measure existing noise levels on 
site, assess anticipated noise levels generated 
by the skate park, and identify noise mitigation 
opportunities.  Noise mitigation measures will 
specifically focus on minimizing disruptions to 
the Bernie Legge Theatre.

NOISE THERMOMETER



8   WORKSHOP SUMMARY 
WORKSHOP 2,  NOVEMBER 2017 

• Introducing the design team and building on the preliminary visioning 
exercises. Organized and facilitated by Transition Construction and 
Space2place, together with CNW staff.

WORKSHOP 3,  DECEMBER 2017
• Presenting two skate park concept designs prepared by the design team.  

Organized and facilitated by Transition Construction and Space2place, 
together with CNW staff.

WORKSHOP 1, APRIL 2017
•  Preliminary visioning exercises, organized and facilitated 

by Consultants from Ideaspace together with CNW staff.

Specific ideas included:
• a central bowl, with features around it
• looping flow, for endless laps
• pump track perimeter with features in bowl
• a long snake run  from the high point, with multiple 

entry points  (for various abilities) 
• no shade structure - use existing trees (money better 

spent on skate features)
• hand shaped  ‘noping’ 
• a variety of coping, including pool block
• water fountain 
• some plaza features, but a focus on flow
• lights - maybe motion triggered, or solar 
• rocks and barriers
• elements kids can learn on 
• original pyramid (Mercer)
• long ledge and ditch (Mercer)
• vertical walls (varying opinions on height)
• long straight steel 
• bear quarter

Other design considerations discussed:
• maintaining clear circulation to Theatre and Air Cadet 

buildings 
• providing clear sightlines to Theatre, to give this 

building greater prominence
• considering deciduous trees around the site, and how 

leaves can build up and become a safety issue (brooms 
can be made available in a storage locker)

• avoiding blind spots for safety (e.g. deep bowls) 
• providing a variety of circulation routes, to avoid 

conflicts and to accommodate various levels of ability 
• considering flow for various lengths of boards 
• having a lookout area, or place for audience viewing 

during events 
• using existing trees as informal shade and shelter areas

KEY FINDINGS KEY FINDINGS
Building on the preceding visioning exercises, workshop participants 
continued to advocate for flow, with a park that allows for skaters of all 
abilities.  Several expressed a strong preference for the old Mercer skate park, 
wanting to see its features replicated here.  There was also discussion about 
generating enough momentum for loops, given the topography of the site.

Specific ideas included:
• add step-ups (to help with grade change and for low-

impact landings) 
• include site lighting to allow for evening use, especially 

in the winter months (with a curfew time, e.g. 10pm or 
when the adjacent sports field lights turn off.  It was also 
noted that the lights should fade out, for safety reasons)

• consider adding a mellow bank area, like a banked box
• use a variety of radius - don’t want it too symmetrical
• make sure transitions aren’t too heavy - keep them 

more banked 
• mini-ramp sections (e.g. 4 ft), or spots for easy back-

and-forth
• rocks for blast-offs
• a balance between laid back banks and vert
• an area with real barrier curbs
• add rails and ledges
• pool coping

Other design considerations discussed:
• one participant in particular spoke to his strong 

personal connection with Mercer Skate Park, noting 
how this park is more about being family-friendly, 
bringing community together and providing  a safe 
place for low-income children to learn skills and 
socialize and how the new park should also provide a 
welcoming environment

• the new park should be accessible (mellow) for 
beginners and older skaters

• the site should include some elements that are hard to 
master, but not be too gnarly / intimidating overall

• the park should be fluid, so you can make lines 
everywhere

• the park should be “imperfectly perfect”: not too 
symmetrical, with sweet spots that you discover over 
time... 

The design team presented two concept designs for feedback from workshop 
participants.  After a discusssion of each design, participants clearly preferred 
‘Concept 1’.  Several suggested improvements or design considerations were 
put forward, to help refine this concept through the next phase of design 
development. 
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Workshop 1 included separate focus sessions for 
youth and adult skate park users.  A summary of 
these preliminary visioning exercise is provided 
on the ‘Open House 1’ boards.   
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9   PREFERRED CONCEPT
This design has evolved in response to input from the 
local skateboarding community, gathered in a series of 
workshops.  Unique skate elements are linked by a generous 
flow section inspired by Mercer that features a variety of 
transition styles and coping types.  

The focus on flow is complimented by a satellite kidney 
(or peanut) style bowl and is surrounded by “street 
style” elements.  By integrating zones for different levels 
of ability, the design allows for beginners to practice 
without fear of conflicting with advanced skaters using 
more technical features.  This park design will cater to 
all ages, making it a great place to have hours of  fun.
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10   PREFERRED CONCEPT 

SECTION  A - A’

SECTION  B - B’

SECTION  C - C’
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